Gauss-Seidel iterations.
162
Linearizing the brightness constancy equation into Eq. (2) means that large and non-linear 163 displacements (typically > 1 pixel between images) will not be captured (Brox et al., 2004) . Thus,
164
most optical flow computations initially spatially subsample images to where all displacements 165 are initially less than 1-pixel (Anandan, 1989 ; discussed more in Section 3.1), which can cause 
175
While both the LK and HS methods are designed for deriving dense flow in satellite imagery,
176
neither account for motion discontinuities in fields. Hence, both suffer from incorrect flow 177 derivations near cloud edges, and would perform poorly for OFB detection and tracking. Black
178
and Anandan (1996) offer an intuitive solution to this problem, whereby the energy functional is 179 designed to minimize robust functions that are not sensitive to outliers:
The robust function data term for the standard HS approach is simply ( ) = 2 , and smoothness
181
( ) = which implies that energy functionals increase quadratically for outliers. Other robust 182 functions can also be minimized with similar gradient descent algorithms to Gauss-Seidel 183 iterations, while being less sensitive to outliers (Press et al., 1992; Black and Anandan, 1996) .
184
Robust functions are popular in recent optical flow work (Brox et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2010) , and 185 a similar approach was adopted here and is discussed further in the methodology section. The for a more comprehensive review on optical flow techniques.
188
The relevance of optical flow in satellite meteorological research continues to increase now 189 that scanning rates of sensors such as the ABI are routinely at sub 5-min time scales, making 190 motion easier to derive objectively (Bresky and Daniels, 2006; Héas et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2016) .
191
The dense motion estimation within fine-temporal resolution data has yet to be used for feature
Following B04, within the data robust function, we now have also included a gradient constancy 
with reflecting boundary conditions and subscripts that imply the derivatives. Eqs. (7) and (8) with this system as well.
A difficulty in solving Eqs. (7) and (8) 
223
The B04 scheme includes coarse-to fine-scale warping iterations at every outer iteration .
224
This means that the first iteration is run on a subsampled image, and the subsampling is reduced Table 1 . 
Objective OFB identification

233
There are two steps to the objective OFB identification process. First, a linear feature or sharp 234 boundary is identified in visible or infrared imagery. In some cases, the first step alone is enough 235 to identify OFBs subjectively. The second step is tracking that feature back in time to see where 236 it originated from (typically, near an area with deep convection). In the case of near stationary convection and low-level flow, a forecaster might also use radial like propagation in this decision-238 making process, however, since convection geometry and low-level flow varies from storm to 239 storm, only the first two steps are considered here. This approach aims to mirror the subjective 240 process, leveraging the information content of optical flow to do so.
241
To handle the first step of line feature identification, a simple image line detection scheme was 242 performed using the sum of a set of two-dimensional convolution kernels:
Applying these kernels to the gaussian smoothed ABI visible imagery (using a 21x21 kernel and 
250
To address the second step of the process, the constrained optical flow approach described in 251 Section 3.1 was used to track the boundary pixels (both objectively and subjectively identified) matched to the back-trajectory time), the original point was considered an OFB. While this 257 brightness temperature threshold is subjective and can vary from case to case, it was found to 258 produce a reasonable approximation of deep convection areas when compared to ground-based 259 radar information for the case study described in the subsequent sections.
Data
261
The objective OFB identification methodology is tested using a case study from 5 July 2018 262 over the southwestern United States. This event featured a distinct OFB and associated dust storm and well-defined linear structure emerged from below the convective cloud cover at 2200 UTC to 289 6 July 2018 0100 UTC propagating westward in GOES-16 imagery (Fig. 3) . This linear structure, propagation away from nearby deep convection and associated cloud and dust features lends to its 296 interpretation as a convective OFB.
297
The OFB was also captured in radar scans from KIWA at 2200 UTC (Fig. 4) . The coincidence 298 of low correlation coefficient (< ~0.5) and moderate to high reflectivity (near 20 dBZ) imply that The HRRR model captured the broad characteristics of this event (Fig. 6) , showing moderate 306 low-level winds in excess of 10 m s -1 (Fig. 6a) , cooler temperatures (Fig. 6b) , and simulated 307 cumulus clouds from forced ascent (Fig. 6c) . Model cross sections (Fig. 6d) 
Results
319
The first step in OFB identification requires identification of a feature that appears linear in 320 the imagery. Compared to the subjective boundary identification (considered as truth here; Fig 7a, 
321
blue dots), the convolution method gives a reasonable approximation to where the OFB is located 322 within the higher intensity points in the convolution (Fig. 7b) . Unfortunately, the simply-applied 323 convolution is also sensitive to linear features associated with the deep convection itself (the blue 324 shading in Fig. 7b ). Hence, false alarms appear east of the boundary. These issues can be filtered 325 out using either cloud-top height or brightness temperature thresholding from separate infrared 326 channels. Alternatively, the storm-relative motion (here > 15 m s -1 ) from optical flow was used 327 here to filter the false alarms (the red shading in Fig. 7b ).
The second step requires these linear fast-moving features to be traced backward to a deep 329 convection source using the optical flow computation (Fig. 8) . To the west of the boundary, near 
334
This results from the presence of airborne dust particles, which facilitate the computation of optical 335 flow vectors in this region.
336
The backwards trajectories of the subjectively and objectively identified OFB pixels in Figs. 
344
Example points 1-7 examined within the subjectively identified OFB backward trajectories 345 highlight an issue with local window approaches for this application (Fig. 9) . The B04 approach
346
( Fig. 9 , blue/yellow) produced motions that were relatively consistent with the true boundary 347 motion. Thus, many points that are lost in the local approaches are successfully backtracked to 348 the initial deep convection (e.g. points 3-5). With the Wu et al. approach (Fig. 9 , orange/red),
349
OFB targets move slower than the actual boundary, and, over a three-hour tracking period, window containing clouds or dust, the resulting optical flow speed would then be underestimated.
354
The slow bias is observed in plots of optical flow speeds along the OFB (Fig. 10) , where the Wu 
366
If no cloud or dust feature exists to visualize an OFB in satellite imagery, some of the feature 367 propagation may be lost.
368
The dust to the south appears in the satellite imagery as early as 2200 UTC, though it was quite 369 transparent relative to the ground. It is therefore possible the stationary background pixels may be 370 dominant in the optical flow computation at points 6 and 7, resulting in slower wind speeds than 371 the true OFB propagation. Points 6 and 7 are also located near cumulus moving across the OFB 372 motion to the south. This dust front tracking could be improved using multispectral techniques 373 designed to highlight dust features over ground pixels, or by using additional color spectrum identification process and maintained and managed the satellite data necessary to complete the 467 study. He also co-wrote much of the text within the manuscript.
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